


Editor’s Note 

Dear Reader, SIMS HR club – The People Tree,

brings you HR Newsletter – ‘NEXUS’ July 2016

Issue. Our endeavours have always been aimed at

equipping you with the latest happenings in the

HR world, and how it’s going to impact you as a

manager. Keeping your interests in mind, this

time also we have chosen the topics very

carefully, so that you benefit from it. We would

like to thank Brig Rajiv Divekar (Retd), Director,

SIMS, who constantly supports us in all our

endeavours. We would also like to thank

Dr. Suruchi Pandey, faculty in charge, HR Club,

who always helps us in finding a direction. We

would also like to acknowledge the contribution

of the senior and the junior team of the HR club.

Happy Reading!

KRITHIKA V

Batch 2016-18
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Social Media for Recruitment

The 21st century has witnessed
technological advancement in almost
all the fields. When it comes to the
field of HR there has been a
revolution in the process of
recruiting workforce. Traditional
tools of job postings in print media’s
have become redundant and there
has been a surge of social media
becoming a critical platform for
accessing the employees before
selecting them as a part of an
organisation.

So social recruiting basically means
hiring candidates using social
networking sites like Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+,
Instagram etc. I will be writing on
the three majorly influential social
media portals- LinkedIn, Facebook
and Twitter.

LinkedIn is a dedicated networking
business site that offers one of the
easiest accesses to information that
is resume-style. It is an
interconnected network of
experienced professionals from
around the world, representing 170
industries and 200 countries. There
are over 65 million professionals on
LinkedIn. Recruiters often post jobs
to attract the best talents, companies
sign up for LinkedIn Talent
Advantage and other free resources
which LinkedIn offers. As a
LinkedIn user we must try building
connections with people be it

our co-workers, current clients, friends
and family and also be parts of active
groups related to our field of expertise,
this gets you in focus of the recruiters
if there is a job posting matching our
interests and skill sets.

Facebook is the largest social
networking sites which connects
people with friends, family and
business associates and currently has
over 400 million users. Now days
every company has their own
Facebook page to advertise their
products. Recruiters post jobs for
free in the Facebook Marketplace
and on Facebook pages. It thereby
becomes important as to what we
post and share on Facebook as our
profile is under scanner by recruiters
who may find us suitable for their
job opening.

- Insha Shaikh (Batch 2016 - 2018)
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Twitter is a microblogging social
networking service where you can
“tweet” and connect with the right
audience at the right time while
expressing yourself in not more than
140 characters. Companies have
twitter accounts where they tweet
about job vacancies. Recruiters tweet
regarding job postings and skills
required using hashtags to make
their ads standout. Recruiters can
find potential candidates on Twitter
by evaluating their twitter activity,
how often they tweet, their quality
of tweets, how big is their network
and if they have healthy balance
between followers and following.

 It is therefore of utmost

importance to utilise social media

for job hunting and get noticed by

hiring managers. Few steps to

follow:

 Create a LinkedIn account and

make professional connections

 Be professional on your Facebook

and twitter pages if you want to

create an impact as a potential

employee

 Follow companies and career

related hashtags and like their

product/services page.

Being active on social media sites
thereby becomes important as it
helps us become readily accessible to
the recruiters and help them get to
know more about us, our skills,
fitment for a particular job profile
etc. In today’s time it can be seen
that Using LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter takes recruiting back to its
grass roots of networking but for a
digital age.
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ONE MONTH @ SIMS

Our temerarious journey of two
years started with an exception!
Entering the academic block in T
shirts and Jeans with mobile phones
in hands is once in the lifetime
opportunity which came to us on the
DAY 1 of the college.

Verification of the documents,
meeting new people who would be
our family for the next 2 years and
thereafter, and finally getting the
keys of our room, we marched
towards the hostels. While some
faces looked all excited and happy,
there were few who looked
apprehensive about everything.

Soon, our seniors made sure that we
live the best time of our life and we
hardly got the time to even miss our
families. Going through the
orientation, making new friends,
working in groups made us realise
the “importance of time
management”.

On June 16, 2016 finally THE day
was there. Boys loosened up their
ties and girls finally packed their
sarees and threw them away from
their sight! Everyone reached the
self-actualisation and found their
hidden potential. We got to know
about what all we were capable of
doing.

It was like the blind spot of Johari
window! we thought we won’t be
able to survive it. We were blind to
even comprehend our own
potential but our smart seniors took
us to an all new level. They literally
oriented the disoriented!

Soon after that tough life was over, 
our tougher life started! The 
selection process of  cells and clubs 
began and every day the “google 
docs” were floated. Running all over 
the campus, trying to figure out 
about the cell members became a 
normal routine and soon all our 
seniors turned into the “HR 
MANAGERS” recruiting us for 
their cells and clubs. “tell us 
something about yourself ” became 
the most difficult question to answer 
and every junior was seen checking 
their e-mails.

- Niharika Singh(Batch 2016 - 2018)
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Finally, the junior team of all cells
and clubs are here! And now
everyone is seen with sketch pens
and chart papers trying to redecorate
their “bulletin board”

It has been a month that our
orientation got over. Looking back
to those days makes us laugh and
realise that they actually oriented us.
Meeting out trimate and pentamate
members on the lunch table takes us
back to the memories of those
hectic days!

Life surely has become no easy but
have transformed all engineers and
non-engineers to “the student
managers”
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Interview of SIMS Alumni

The SIMS way of life was nothing less

than a roller coaster ride for me.

Everyday came with a new challenge;

be it the orientation, early morning

waking up for 8 am classes (then

getting a mini heart attack after seeing

the water shortage mail), cursing the IT

cell for that snail speed WiFi,

maintaining 90% attendance,

assignments, clean shave everyday, TT

change mails, last minute

presentations...the list is endless!

But if I could summarize all this in 4

words, they would be - A journey

worth remembering! By the end of 4th

semester, this college armed me with

all the knowledge & wisdom, learning

& experiences that are must for the

corporate world. In the beginning I

was taken aback by plethora of things

going around me, but with time I was

able to carve out a path for myself.

And I won't be wrong in saying that I

have enjoyed my every moment spent

at SIMS!

If given a chance, I would love to

relive all those memories again! As for

you people, just enjoy your life at SIMS

now, because these days will never

come back. Being a SIMSite is a

wonderful thing. Find out your path

and you will never be disappointed

with the memories that you are going

to get from here! Cheers!!

-by Usha Jangir(Batch 2016 - 2018)

Sheel Awasthi

Mark-Fin

(Batch 2014 - 2016)
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DID YOU KNOW ?? 
-By Shivani Sharma (Batch of  2018)

41% of  job seekers 

search for jobs

while in bed 

93% companies use 

LinkedIn for recruiting 

& 89% have been hired.

76% of  resumes are 

discarded for

unprofessional

email address? 

The average time  

Spent on a resume:

5 to 7 seconds
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36% of  jobs posted 

are for positions

paying  $30K to $60K

-highest of  any bracket 

70% of  College

Students, who lie

on resume get the

jobs they wanted.

A single mistake in your resume will 

prevent you from moving forward. 61%

for Typos. 43% for Spelling Mistakes. 
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COMIC  STRIPS
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Workshops

HR 

Express

Teachers 
Day
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